**Emergency Department COVID-19 Visitor Screening Algorithm**

- Are you here to be seen in the Emergency Department? Are you seeking care?
  - Yes - Is there more than one adult visitor present with the patient?
    - Yes
      - Two healthy adult visitors are permitted to accompany the patient. If there are other minors present, ask one of the adults to wait outside with the additional minors UNLESS THEY DO NOT HAVE A VEHICLE.
      - No need to screen the patient.
        - Positive screen - do not give a screening sticker. Place mask on one adult and children 2 years and older, then direct to greeter desk.
        - Negative screen - give a screening sticker. Place mask on adult and children 2 years and older, then direct to greeter desk.
    - No
      - If there is only one adult, screen the adult and any additional minors present.
      - No need to screen the patient.
        - Positive screen - do not give a screening sticker. Place mask on adult and children 2 years and older, then direct to greeter desk.
        - Negative screen - give a screening sticker. Place mask on adult and children 2 years and older, then direct to greeter desk.
  - No - "What can I help you with?" Direct as needed.
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